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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Musicians rarely discuss intensity in concrete terms. 

Vocal teachers usually place emphasis upon ideas, imagery, 

and comparisons to familiar situations or circumstances. 

Seashore (9, page 273), the well known music psychologist, 

stated that intensity must be considered the principal 

medium used for the indication of phrasing, accent, or the 

musical rhythm of pulsation, measure, or phrase. 

Although the intensity of vowel sounds should be con-

sidered only one part of singing, it becomes an important 

one. Consequently, a study of vowel sound intensities 

could add some fact to those ideas held by choir directors 

and voice teachers—ideas which may be believed but still 

unproved. 

It could be hypothesized that certain vowel sounds 

naturally produce a sound with greater intensity; or, to 

state this problem in another way, some vowel sounds may 

require more energy than others. If such be the case, 

it would be helpful to know which ones and how much 

additional energy would be required in order to sing a 

consistent musical phrase. 

- Although studies in related areas have been completed, 

no studies or research have been done in vowel sound 



intensities during singing. The following studies proved 

of some interest since they contain adjunct information 

for the present study. 

*Jacobson (3) found that a greater precision in 

control was possible for strong intensities than weak and 

for high pitches than for low. 

*Savage (7) measured loudness by a physical operation 

of tone addition, i.e. the simultaneous sounding of equal 

unit tones. 

*Taff (12) found that formant frequencies of vowels 

do change near the register transition. The changes varied 

considerably in degree with singers and vowels being sung. 

The tenor and baritone voices produced similar results with 

the transition point being generally a third higher for 

tenors than for baritones. 

*Taff (12) also found that the transition points for 

closed vowels (i and u) were slightly lower than for open 

vowels (e, o, and a) in both voices. 

*A study by Klumpp (4) indicated that consonant levels 

measured in decibels did not increase in the same ratio 

with vowel sound levels. However, this lower ratio of in-

crease did not lessen the understandability of words which 

were studied. Klumpp theorized that the consonant level 

increased because of the closed mouth for the consonant 

sound. 



A study of vowel sound intensities during singing 

should be of assistance to choir directors, particularly 

for the amateur choir with young voices. 



CHAPTER II 

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH 

Sixteen trained and untrained singers provided the 

research group for this study. A trained singer was 

defined as one with at least two years of college voice 

training or its equivalent; the untrained singer had little 

or no voice training but could have been a singer in a 

church choir or other amateur group. 

The Conn Dynalevel meter, Model T-80, recorded the 

loudness levels. This audio amplifier with a metered output 

indicated the dynamics or range of sound level. The instru-

ment, designed to visually indicate the intensity of sound, 

has a column-of-light indicator divided into eleven grada-

tions with each level illuminated cumulatively as loudness 

increased to form a bar graph type of representation. The 

Dynalevel meter, a self-contained unit, includes the column-

of-light indicator, a microphone, and a sensitivity control 

which can be adjusted to measure any 40 db range. This 

sensitivity control assists in using the Dynalevel meter, 

adapting it for large or small groups or for distance. 

Dr. Lynn Hatfield, Assistant Professor of Physics, 

Texas Tech University, calibrated the Dynalevel meter. 

Each section of the indicator represents approximately a 

four decibel change in sound power level giving an overall 



range of forty decibels from the bottom red lamp (x) to 

the top white lamp (x + 40) on the light indicator (see 

calibration schedule). In addition, the Dynalevel meter 

responds instantaneously, many times faster than the 

decibel indicators commonly used for such measurements in 

scientific laboratories. When the sensitivity control 

was set at three, the level used for this study, the red 

lamp (x) lit steadily at ± 76 db. Dr. Hatfield found the 

microphone, which accompanies the meter, responded most 

efficiently for pitches under 1,000 vibrations per second. 

Since the pitches for this study range between 100 ̂ ^and 

700'—^, the test was well within the best range of the 

Dynalevel. The accompanying calibration schedule indicates 

the decibel change under two acoustical conditions. 

Each singer performed the test individually. The 

following order of vowel sounds was sung on three different 

pitches and at two dynamic levels (Table II). 

2 1 1 Sopranos sang the test on e , a , and d ; tenors used 

the same pitches an octave lower. Altos sang the test on 

• 2 1 

c , f , and b-flat; basses used the same pitches as the 

altos an octave lower. 

Step four of the test required each subject to sing 

the first phrase of "All Through the Night" (Old Welsh Air) 

using the following words: 
Though I roam a minstrel lonely, 
All through the night. 



Intensity Color 

X + 40 
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DIAGRAM I: COLUMN-OF-LIGHT INDICATOR 
FROM MODEL T-80 CONN DYNALEVEL 

LOUDNESS METER 
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TABLE II 

ORDER OF VOWEL SOUNDS 

m£ 

1. ah eh ee oh oo 

ee oo ah oh eh 

repeat forte 

m 
2. mah meh mee moh moo 

mee moo mah moh meh 

repeat forte 

mp 

3. tah teh tee toh too 

tee too tah toh teh 

repeat forte 



This phrase was chosen because of the vowel sounds and their 

arrangement within the phrase. 

Sopranos and tenors sang this phrase in the key of B, 

beginning on B, and altos and basses sang the phrase in the 

key of G, beginning on G. The singers were instructed to 

use appropriate dynamics for each of the two phrases. 

Subjects were positioned 12 inches away from the 

microphone with the mouth and the microphone on the same 

horizontal level. The sensitivity indicator was set on 

position three. Each was instructed in the process of the 

machine, but during the first trials no singer was permitted 

to observe the column-of-light indicator. These readings 

were recorded. During a second singing each participant 

repeated the test in its entirity while watching the 

column-of-light indicator. 

After the test was completed the singer was asked if 

his imaged dynamics matched those indicated by the Dynalevel 

meter, which sounds were most difficult to control, and 

if the meter might be a useful teaching tool. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH PROCESSES AÍÍD DESCRIPTION OF DATA 

The research involved two orders of vowel sounds sung 

at three different pitches and one four-measure phrase 

taken from the well-known ballad "All Through the Night.". 

The two orders of vowel sounds included the more or 

less standard ah, eh, ee, oh, oo followed by ee, oo, ah, 

oh, eh. The second order placed 0£ earlier in the sequence, 

surrounding it with other vowel sounds in an order to make 

them singable. 

The first phrase of the second verse of "All Through 

the Night" was preferred because of the representative 

vowel sounds present: ali in a; eii in minstrel; eê  in 

lonely; oh in Though, roam, and lonely; and 0£ in through. 

Each singer's results were recorded on individual test 

sheets. A different code color represents each singer 

since his results were graphed both on his own sheets and 

on a composite. 

Approximately 45 minutes was required to test each 

subject. The equipment was arranged before the subject 

arrlyed except for the level of the microphone which neces-

si±a-ted height adjustment. The meter, placed on a table, 

could be observed by the tester and an assistant yet per-

mitting space to record the results. The microphone was 

10 
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positioned so that the subject could not observe the 

column-of-light indicator during the first performance of 

the test, For the repeat of the test the microphone was 

adjusted so that the subject could observe the light meter. 

The purpose of the test was discussed briefly, after 

which each subject was encouraged to experiment with the 

loudness meter. After being given the order of vowel 

sounds, the singer was positioned so as not to view the 

column-of-light indicator. The pitch for the first section 

of the test was sounded and each subject was reminded of 

the dynamic level requested by the tester stating "First 

order, mezzo piano." The subject sang ali, eh_, eê , oli, oô  

while the tester and assistant observed the column-of-light 

indicator and the results recorded. The tester requested 

"Second order, mezzo piano," the subject sang eê , o£, ah, 

oh, eh, and the results were observed and recorded. This 

was followed by "First order, forte," and "Second order, 

forte." 

Problem two placed the consonant "m" before first and 

second order vowel sounds at mezzo piano and forte dynamic 

levels. The vowel sounds were observed by the assistant 

>^lle "the level of the meter for the consonant "m" was 

t)bserved by the tester. Both were recorded on the individual 

test sheet. 
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Problem three placed the consonant "t" before first 

and second order vowel sounds at mezzo piano and forte 

dynamic levels. The results were observed and recorded 

with the assistant observing the vowel sound level and the 

tester observing the level indicated by the meter during 

the consonant between the two vowel sounds. Both were 

recorded by the tester. 

The subject was given a new pitch—the medium pitch 

for his voice—and the procedure was repeated for the second 

part of the test 'including first and second order vowel 

sounds at mezzo piano and forte dynamic levels followed 

by the addition of the consonants "m" and "t". 

Part three of the test consisted of the same procedures 

at the low pitch for the voice. 

The fourth section consisted of a phrase from "All 

Through the Night." The tester instructed the subject 

to sing the words of the first phrase of the second verse 

(Though I roam a minstrel lonely, All through the night.) 

with a crescendo and a decrescendo during the first half 

of the phrase and a crescendo during the last half of the 

phrase. The pitch was given and the tonic triad played. 

The subject sang the phrase and the results were observed 

and recorded. 

^Following this the subject was informed that the test 

would be repeated in its entirity while he observed the 
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column-of-light indicator. His goal was to keep the same 

lamp lit for all five vowel sounds. The microphone was 

adjusted so that the subject could see both the light meter 

and the requested order of vowel sounds. An experimentation 

period existed until he was ready to begin the re-take of 

the test. Again the tester gave the pitch—high pitch 

first—named the order and loudness level to be sung, and 

as the subject sang, the testers observed and recorded 

the results of all four sections of the test as they were 

repeated. 

Data included in this study of vowel sound intensities 

are composites of the trained and untrained voices. In the 

charts which follow each color represents a different 

singer as coded below. 

sopranos ^H^BSSÍ. ̂ ^H 

altos y^^^°^ 
brown 

tenors 

basses 

orange 
green 

blue 
black 

Table III presents the results of the trained singers. 

he dynamics are indicated at the top of each page while 

the order of vowel sounds are listed with each example. 

Page A of Table III includes data recorded at the high 

pitch, first trial; page B of Table III, medium pitch, first 
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trial; while page C, Table III, is data recorded from the 

low pitch, first trial, Table III, pages D, E, and F, 

record the repetition of the test while observing the light 

indicator. 

The last page of each table represents the phrase from 

"All Through the Night." The results of the first trial 

are indicated at the top of the page while the results of 

the second trial are presented at the bottom of the page. 

Table IV presents the same material for the untrained 

singers. 

Table III, page A (first trial, high pitch) describes 

the first order of vowel sounds sung mezzo piano (example 1). 

Consider soprano I (pink) who began on the higher level 

blue for ali, dropped two loudness levels for eli, remained 

for eê , sang oli one level higher, and held this level for 

oo. Since each level represents approximately four decibels, 

her overall range of loudness was seven decibels (Table I: 

Calibration Schedule, padded chamber, 600 Hz) with the 

loudest sound being the first, aĥ , and the softest being 

the second and third sounds, eh_ and ee. 

Soprano II (red) began ah_ on the red level, dropped 

one level for eh_ and ee_, sang oli one level louder, and 

dropped one level for oô . This is an overall range of 3.5 

decibels. 

Alto I (yellow) began ah on the green level, sang eíi 

and eê  both louder, dropped back for oli and oô  for a range 
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of three decibels. 

Alto II (brown) began ah on the pink level, dropped 

for eh, increased for e£, rose again for oh_, and held for 

oo. The overall range was 6.5 dbs. 

Tenor I (orange) began ah_ on the yellow level, held 

for eh_, increased loudness for e£, louder again for oh, 

and softer again for qo_, for an overall range of seven dbs 

(Table I: Calibration Schedule, padded chamber, 300 Hz). 

Tenor II (green) began ah_ on the higher red level, 

sang eh louder, dropped for e£, dropped again for oh, then 

dropped two levels when he sang oô . This gave him the 

widest overall range for this example of 14.5 decibels. 

Bass I (blue) began ah_ on the yellow level, sang eh, 

ee, and oli all on the green level and dropped for oô  for 

a range of four decibels. 

Bass II (black) sang ah on the pink level, dropped 

for eh, eê , and oíi and dropped again for oô  for an overall 

range of seven dbs. 

From this first example of Table III, page A, one will 

observe that five of the eight subjects sang 0£ softer than 

oh (the vowel sound immediately before it), while three 

subjects sang oô  at the same level as oh. 

In Table III, page A (first trial, high pitch) 

example 2, consider the soprano (pink) who began on the 

higher red level for ee, sang louder on oo, went back to 
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the beginning point for ah, down for oh and held that level 

for eh. Even though only two vowel sounds in succession 

were sung on the same level, only a range of seven decibels 

was covered. 

Soprano II (red) began on pink for e^ and also sang 

oo, ah, and oh_ on that level. Then she dropped two levels 

for eh, which still covers a 7.5 decibel range. 

Alto I (yellow) began on pink with ee, went down for 

oo, down again for ah but held this level for oh_ and eh. 

Again this is an overall range of 7.5 decibels. 

Alto II (brown) began ee_ on the pink level, went up 

for oo, ah, and oh but dropped one level for the final eh. 

for a 3.5 decibel range. 

Tenor I (orange) sang the first two sounds, ee^ and 

oo on green, went up for the last three—ah, oli, and eli— 

which is a three decibel range. 

Tenor II (green) had a more eratic series. He began 

ee on the higher red, dropped two levels on oô , rose two 

levels on ah, held this for oh., and finally went up again 

on eh. This covers an overall range of 10.5 decibels. 

Bass I (blue) began on the yellow level and held this 

for the first three sounds—ee^, 0£, and ah_. Then he went 

up one level on oh_, then dropped back for eli, the final 

sound. This was a four decibel range. 
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Bass II (black) began eê  on green, went up on 0£, up 

again on ah., back down on oh_ and held there for eh.. This 

was a 6.5 decibel range. 

In this example only one singer had an overall range 

of as much as 10.5 decibels. Four of the subjects had 

a range of 6.5 to 7.5 decibels and three had a range of 

only three to four decibels. However not one sang the 

five vowel sounds at one dynamic level. 

Also notice that only two of the eight singers dropped 

in intensity on o£ when it was the second of the five 

sounds. Three of the subjects held the same level when o£ 

was second of the order, while three sang louder on oo 

than they did on ee. 

When singing from 0£ to aíi, three singers held the 

same level, three sang louder and two sang softer. Also 

notice that when eh_ is the final sound, four held the same 

level as the preceding sound, three sang softer, and one 

sang louder. 

Remember that these first two examples were sung 

mezzo piano. Notice that the general range lies between 

the yellow and the higher blue for a range of 14.5 decibels 

The next two examples are sung forte. They cover a range 

of 16.5 decibels but this range lies between the higher 

red and the pink that is the second from the top of the 

light meter. 
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When the first order of vowel sounds are sung forte, 

Table III, page A, example 3, soprano I (pink) began ah on 

the higher green, dropped two levels on eh, held that for 

ee_, sang louder again on oh_, then softer again on o£ for 

an overall range of nine decibels. 

Soprano II (red) also began ah, on the higher green, 

dropped one level on eh,, held this for ee, sang louder on 

oh and held this for oo for a range of 4.5 decibels. 

Alto I (yellow) began on the higher red for ah, sang 

eh one level louder, held this level for ee, returned to 

the first level for oh and held this for oo. This gives 

a range of 3.5 decibels. 

Alto II (brown) began on the higher green for ah, 

sang one level softer for eh_ and ee^, returned to the first 

level for oli and o£ for another 4.5 decibel range. 

Tenor I (orange) also sang a 4.5 decibel range by 

beginning ah_ on the higher yellow and holding this level 

for eti, He sang the next sound (ee) one level softer, 

returned to the first level for oh and finished o£ one 

level softer again. 

Tenor II (green) again had a more eratic series. He 

began on the higher yellow for ah., sang eh^ one level louder, 

dropped two levels for ee^, sang olh on the same level as ee 

but dropped another level on oo for an overall range of 

12 decibels. 
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Bass I (blue) began this series on the higher blue 

for ah, sang eh, eê , and oĥ  one level higher, but dropped 

two levels for oo. This gave him an overall range of 8.5 

decibels. 

Bass II (black) sang ah and eh. on the higher yellow 

level, eê  and oh_ one level lower, and op̂  another level lower. 

This is a range of 8.5 decibels. 

Five subjects sang the last vowel sound, QO., softer 

than the gh_ which preceded it, while three subjects sang 

the oĥ  and the oo. at the same level. 

Other examples in the tables are read in the same 

manner. It was impossible to represent the level of the 

consonants between these vowel sounds on the composite. 

However, they are graphed with the individual test sheets 

of each subject. 
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TRAINED SINGER COMPOSITE 
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First Trial: High Pitch 
1. 2 ; . i 

mp . . ^' m£ • i í . 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

ee 
> 

• t 
' 

. i 

00 ah 

^ 

i 0 

~ * 

"1 eh 

/ S 

Page A 

oh 00 ee op ah ph eh 

' 2m. ' —i 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

mah meh mee moh moo rnee mop mah moh ir̂ eh mah meh mee moh ijioo mee moo mah moh me 
1 

tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh ta 
white 

pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

pink 
green 

yellow 
blue 
red 

4t. 

:oo tee too tah toh te 



TABLE III—Continued 21 

„_, . ,FirsL.tJD:i.aU_..M.eíiium P i t c h _. 
--r !!•. ' • r • • ^ • - •- - - 2, 

; ;•; ; Î2E EE 
ah eh ep ph po ee oo ah o 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 

T ~ 3. 
^ _ . Page B 
i • • 4 . • -
i . . ' I 

"1 eh ah eh ee qh oo ee ojo ah oh el 

2m. 3m. ^ 4m, -

white — 
pink — 
green — 
yellow ^ 
blue — 
red — 

pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

Im. 
mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh m 

Z^S 
-P 

^S 

It. 2t. 3t. 4t. 
tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh tch ta 

white 

pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 

' " ^ 
_^ 

^ 
^ A2 

1 teh tee toh too tee too tah toh 



TABLE III--Continued 22 

F i r s t T r i a l ; Low P i t c h 

' mah meh mee moh moo rnee mop mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh me 
white 
pink 
green 
yellov/ 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red ;i:zs; ZS: 

v/hite 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

pink 
green 

yellov/ 
blue 
red - — 

It. 
tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too tee too tah +oh 

' I r T 1 — i — 
te 

V 
H-

-i-
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white 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 

red 

Second Trial: High Pitch _^__ Page D 

11 • ' ' m£ : : ! : 2 . m. ' 3 . ^ • • 4 . ' ' f̂  • ' ' 

ah eh ee oh oo ee oo ah oh eh ah eh ee oh oo ee op ah ph eh 

• 

[ -

' 
••>« 

"1 

. . 

J\J 

Im. 
ah meh mee moh moo rnee moo mah moh r 

white 
pink 
green 

/vhite 
pink 
green 
^ellow 
Dlue 
red 
nnk 
jreen 

'ello'.v 
)lue 
•ed 

I t 
ta 

: 

••—— 

h t( h t 
• 

\ 

26 t [Oh Loo 

1 1 
1 
1 

7^ 
^^ 

\ . 

m 

r ^ ^ 

eh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh 
f 

S^ •'• . ! ^ -

2t. 3t. 
tee too tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too 

4t. 

ee too tah toh teí 



TABLE I I I ~ C o n t i n u e d 24 

Second Tr^ ia l : Medium P i t c h 

1 . - • 2i£ ' 2 . : : : " mp 

vAiite 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 

blue 
red 

P3.5e E 
r-j . . . . r 

3 . ; . f. 4 . . . .f. 
1 eh ah eh ee oh oo ee op ah 

SX 

Im. 2m. 3ra. 

-V 

^ ^ 
j ^ 

Á 

Oh eh 

7 — 

4m.^ — 1 — 
mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh me) 

.^ii 

/ • • ::x 

white 

pink 

green 

yellow 
blue 

red 

pink 

green 

yellow 
blue 

red -— 

It. . 2t. 3t. 4t. 
tah teh tee toh too tee top tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh .tel 
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Second T r i a l : Low P i t c h 

1. 22 2.- m£ 3. 

Page F 

4 . • Í 

vtfhite 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

' :_!.__ Xm-. 

ah eh ee oh oo ee oo ah oh eh ah eh ee oh oo ee oo ah ph eh 

mah meh mee moh moo rnee moo mah moh m eh mah meh mee moh rpoo mee moo mah moh meh 

It. 2t. 3t. 4t. 

tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh .teh 
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Page G 

Songi •'All through the nightr - Welsh, Edited by Nicholl 

First Triali 

Though I roam a min-strel lone-ly, All through the night 

white Tt 

Second Triali 

Though I roara a min-strel lone-ly, All through the night. 

white 
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UNTRAINED SINGER COMPOSITE 

'T 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red • 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 

F i r s t T r i a l ; High P i t c h 

1. m£ 2. m£ 
f ' 

3. 4. 

Page A 

• • • f 

ah eh ee oh oo ee oo ah oh eh ah eh ee oh oo ee op ah ph eh 

y 

„ „ _:J l̂m. t ; 2iri.' \ LL'.Í'. 
mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh 

S <IJ-JL.. J C 

^ : 

s^ s: 

3t. 4t 
tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh 
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F i r s t T r i a l ; Medium Pi tch 

1. mp 2 . 22. 3 . 4 . 

Page B 
^: : *f 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 
red 
pink 
green 
yellow 
blue 

red 

ah eY 

: J M H ^ 

\ A 

1 e 3 C 

^ 

i . 

)h ( DO ee 00 ah oh eh ah eh ee qh oo ee op ah ph eh 

Im. -2m. 
mah meh mee moh moo rnee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh inoo mee moo mah moh meh 

It. 2t. 3t. 
tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh ta 

rhite 

dnk 
reen 
ellow 
lue 
ed 

ink 
reen 

ellow 
lue 
3d 

.- •^C 

1 

f 

/ ' ^ 

; ' 

/ 

. 

1 teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh 

\2i^ 
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First Trial: Low Pitch 

1 - . • > , • ( , . 4 . » ; . . / ^ , 

im. _j_i:..i_'_: .: :_L:_:.:„̂ m;:; :_.i;_;.î .;_i;j^ 3m. J_; _:.; .._._..L;_. 4m. _• . •.,„i_ 
mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh 

It. 
tah teh tee toh 

2t. 3t. 4t. 

rhite 

>ink 
reen 
ellow 
lue 
ed 

ink 
reen 

ellow 
lue 

:oo tee too tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh 
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Second Trial: High Pitch 

1. 22 2. m 
white 

ah eh ee qh oo ee oo ah oh eh 

3 f 

ah eh ee oh oo 

Page D 

ee op ah ph eh 

mah meh mee moh moo rnee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh 
white 

pink 

green 

yellow 

blue 
red 
pink 

green 
/ellow 
3lue 
ced 

It. 
tah teh tee toh too 

2t. 3t. 4t. 
tee too tah toh teh ta h teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh 
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:T 
.S:?.cond Trial: ^Medium Pitch 

: 1..... " rn£ •-—•-• 

' * ah eh ee oh oo 

2. m 
Page E__ 

. . . . I 
4. f 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 

blue 

red 
pink 
green 
yellow 

blue 

red 

! -mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh 
white 
pink 
green 
/ellow 
blue 
red 
Dink 

3reen 
^ellow 
)lue 
:ed 

iimrii M' 

^ ^ s 
? 

It. . 2t. 3t 
tah teh tee toh too tee too tah toh teh ta 

4t. 
;oo tee too -tah toh teh 
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Second Trial: Low Pitch 

1. m 2. 

white 
pink 
green 
yellow 

blue 

red 
pink 
green 
yellow 

blue 

red 

ah eh ee oh oo ee 

2E. 
00 ah oh eh 

3- ' 1 
ah eh ee oh oo 

Page F 

ee op ah ph eh 

white 

pink 

green 

yellow 

blue 
red 
pink 

green 
/ellow 
Dlue 
red 

Im. 2m. 3m. 4m. 
mah meh mee moh moo rnee moo mah moh meh mah meh mee moh moo mee moo mah moh meh 

f 

It. 
tah teh tee toh 

2t. 3t. 4t. 
:oo tee too tah toh teh tah teh tee toh too tee too tah ^oh teh 
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J>age G 

Songi "All through the nightv - Welsh, Edited by Nicholl 

First Triali _i _ ._ __ 

Though I _ roam a min-strel lone-ly, All through the night 

white rc 

— -i 

Second Trialt 

Though I roam a rain-strel lone-ly, All through the night 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

To obtain the data for this study each singer sang 

each order of vowel sounds with or without consonants four 

times on each pitch; i.e., ah, eh, ee, oh, oo, mezzo piano 

and forte without observing the column-of-light indicator 

and while observing the indicator, mah, meh, mee, moh, moo, 

niezzo piano and forte without observing the column-of-light 

indicator and while observing the indicator, followed by 

tah, teh, tee, toh, too in the same manner. This totals 

12 combinations for this order of vowel sounds on one 

pitch. Since there were eight trained singers, there was 

a total of 96 trials for each order of vowel sounds on 

each pitch. Therefore, in the statements which follow, 

the total for every three statements should be 96. 

The second order of vowel sounds was combined in the 

same manner as were all statements for the untrained 

singers. 

Composite statements 
for the trained singer 

I. First order of sounds (ah, eh, ee, oh, oo, mah, meh, 

mee, moh, moo, and tah, teh, tee, toh, too) 

A. When singing ah to eh, mah to meh, and tah to teh 

34 
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1. At the high pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 31 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 39 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 26 times. 

2. At the medium pitch 

eh, ineh, and teh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 37 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 49 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 10 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 38 times, 

éh, meh, and teh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 49 times. 

eh/ meh., and teh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 9 times. 

B. When singing eh to ee, meh to mee^ and teh to tee 

1. At the high pitch 

ee, inee, and tee were softer than eh, meh, 

and teh 30 times. 
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ee, mee, and tee were the same level as eh, 

meh, and teh 50 times, 

ee, mee, and tee were louder than eh_, meh, 

and teh 16 times. 

2. At the medium pitch 

ee, mee, and tee were softer than eh_, meh, 

and teh 50 times. 

ee, mee, and tee were the same level as eh, 

meh, and teh 35 times. 

ee, mee, and tee were louder than eli, meh, 

and teh 11 times, 

3. At the low pitch 

ee, mee, and tee were softer than eli, meh, 

and teh 65 times. 

ee, mee, and tee were the same level as eh, 

meh, and teh 27 times. 

ee, mee, and tee were louder than eh_, meh, 

and teh 4 times. 

C. When singing ee^ to oh, mee to moh, and tee to toh 

1. At the high pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ee^, mee 

and tee 12 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 44 times. 
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oh, moh, and toh were louder than ee, mee, 

and tee 40 times. 

2 . At the medium pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than e£, mee, 

and tee 15 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 50 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ee_, mee, 

and tee 31 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than e£, mee, 

and tee 13 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 38 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ee, mee, 

and tee 45 times. 

D. When singing oh_ to oô , moh to moo, and toh to too 

1, At the high pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 50 times. 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as oh, 

moh, toh 42 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than oli, moh 

and toh 4 times. 
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2, At the medium pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than oh, moh, 

and toh 52 times, 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 37 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than oli, moh, 

and toh 7 times, 

3, At the low pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 80 times, 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 15 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than oli, moh, 

and toh 1 time, 

II, Second order of sounds (ee, oo, ah, oh, eh, mee, moo, 

mah, moh, meh, and tee, too, tah, toh, teh) 

A. When singing ee_ to oo^, mee to moo, and tee to too 

1, At the high pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than ee^, mee, 

and tee 30 times, 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 42 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than ee_, mee, 

and tee 24 times. 
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2, At the medium pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than eê , mee, 

and tee 33 times, 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 55 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than eê , mee, 

and tee 8 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than eê , mee, 

and tee 51 times. 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 42 times. 

oo, moo, and too were louder than eê , mee, 

and tee 3 times. 

B, When singing oô  to ah, moo to mah, and too to tah 

1. At the high pitch 

'ah, mah, and tah were softer than oô , moo, 

and too 15 times. 

ah, mah, and tah were the same level as oo, 

moo, and too 37 times. 

ah, mah, and tah were louder than oô , moo, 

and too 44 times, 

2. At the medium pitch 

ah, mah, and tah were softer than oô , moo, 

and too 12 times. 
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ah, mah, and tah were the same level as oo, 

moo, and too 37 times. 

ah, mah, and tah were louder than oo, moo, 

and too 47 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

ah, mah, and tah were softer than oo, moo , 

and too 2 times. 

ah, mah, and tah were the same level as oo, 

moo, and too 15 times. 

ah, mah, and tah were louder than oo>, moo, 

and too 79 times. 

C, When singing ah to oh_, mah to moh, and tah to toh 

1, At the high pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ah,, mah, 

and tah 21 times, 

oh," moĥ , and toh were the same level as ah. 

mah, and tah 67 times, 

oh, moh^ and toh were louder than ah., mah., 

and tah 8 times, 

2 . At the mediiim p i t c h 

oh, moĥ , and toh were softer than ah., mah, 

and tah 39 times, 

oh_, moh., and toh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 52 times, 
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oh, moh, and toh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 5 times, 

3, At the low pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 52 times, 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 40 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 4 times. 

D. When singing oh_ to eh_, moh to meh, and toh to teh 

1. At the high pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were sof ter than oh_, moh, 

and toh 38 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 46 times, 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than oh_, moh, 

and toh 12 times, 

2, At the medium pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 28 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 44 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than oli, moh, 

and toh 24 times, 
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3. At the low pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 29 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 43 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than oh_, moh, 

and toh 24 times. 

III. Summary statements for trained singers 

A, Two progressions had more examples sung at the 

same level of all three pitches 

1, First order aJh to eh_, mah to meh, and 

tah to teh, 

2, Second order, oli to eh_, moh to meh, and 

toh to teh. 

B, Three progressions had more examples sung at 

the same level of two pitches—the high and the 

medium 

1. First order, eê  to oh_, mee to moh, and 

tee to toh. 

2. Second order, ee_ to oô , mee to moo, and 

tee to too. 

3. Second order, ah_ to oti, mah to moh, and 

tah to toh. 

C, One progression had more examples sung at the 

same level on the high pitch: in the first 

order, eli to eê , meh to mee, and teh to tee. 
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D, Two progressions did not have more examples sung 

at the same level of any pitch 

1. First order, oh to oo, moh to moo, and 

toh to too. 

2. Second order, 0£ to ah, moo to mah, and 

too to tah. 

Composite statements for 
the untrained sinqer 

I. First order of sounds (ah, eh, ee, oh, oo, mah, meh, 

mee, moh, moo, and tah, teh, tee, toh, too) 

A, When singing ah to eh, mah to meh, and tah to teh 

1, At the high pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than aji, mah, 

^^^ tah 34 times, 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 45 times, 

eh, meh,, and teh were louder than ah_, mah, 

and tah 17 times, 

2, At the medium pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than ali, mah, 

and tah 31 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as ah, 

inah, and t a h 53 t i m e s . 

eh_, meh, and teh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 12 times. 
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3. At the low pitch 

eji, meh, and teh were softer than ali, mah, 

and tah 32 times. 

eli, meh, and teh were the same level as ah_, 

mah, and tah 48 times, 

eh_, meh, and teh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 16 times, 

B, When singing eh to e£, meh to mee, and teh to tee 

1, At the high pitch 

6(6, mee, and tee were softer than eh_, meh, 

and teh 52 times, 

ee, mee, and tee were the same level as eh, 

meh, and teh 33 times, 

ee, mee, and tee were louder than eĥ , meh, 

and teh 11 times, 

2. At the medium pitch 

ee, mee, and tee were softer than eh_, meh, 

and teh 64 times, 

ee, mee, and tee were the same level as eh, 

meh, and teh 25 times, 

ee, mee, and tee were louder than eh_, meh, 

and teh 7 times, 

3. At the low pitch 

ee, mee, and tee were softer than eli, meh, 

and teh 77 times. 
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GGf mee, and tee were the same level as eh_, 

meh, and teh 18 times, 

ee, mee, and tee were louder than eîi, meh, 

and teh 1 time, 

C. When singing eê  to oh_, mee to moh_, and tee to toh 

1. At the high pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than eê , mee_, 

and tee 11 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 24 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ee, mee, 

and tee 61 times. 

2. At the medium pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ee, mee, 

and tee 19 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 44 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than eê , mee, 

and tee 33 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than eê , mee, 

and tee 7 times, 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 45 times. 
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oh, moh, and toh were louder than ee, mee, 

and tee 44 times, 

D, When singing oh to oo, moh to moo, and toh to too 

1. At the high pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than oh, moh, 

and toh 66 times, 

oOy moo, and too were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 29 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than oh_, moh, 

and toh 1 time, 

2. At the medium pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than oh, moh, 

and toh 57 times, 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 33 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than oh, moh, 

and toh 6 times, 

3. At the low pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than oíi, moh, 

and toh 67 times, 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 27 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than oti, moh, 

and toh 2 times. 
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II, Second order of sounds (ee, oo, ah, oh, eh, mee, moo, 

mah, moh, meh, and tee, too, tah, toh, teh) 

A, When singing e£ to oo, mee to moo, and tee to too 

1, At the high pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than e£, mee, 

and tee 31 times. 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 41 times. 

oo, moo, and too were louder than ee^, mee, 

and tee 24 times, 

2, At the medium pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than ee_, mee, 

and tee 42 times. 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 38 times, 

oo, moo, and too were louder than eê , mee, 

and tee 16 times, 

3, At the low pitch 

oo, moo, and too were softer than ee^, mee, 

and tee 48 times. 

oo, moo, and too were the same level as ee, 

mee, and tee 44 times. 

oo, moo, and too were louder than ee^, mee, 

and tee 4 times. 
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B, When singing oo to ah, moo to mah, and too to tah 

1. At the high pitch 

ah_, mah_, and tah were softer than oo, moo, 

and too 8 times, 

ali, mah, and tah were the same level as oo, 

moo, and too 28 times, 

ah_, mah, and tah were louder than 0£, moo, 

and too 60 times, 

2. At the medium pitch 

ah, mah, and tah were softer than oo, moo, 

and too 1 time, 

ah, mah, and tah were the same level as oo, 

moo, and too 24 times, 

ah, mah, and tah were louder than oo., moo, 

and too 71 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

ah, mah, and tah were softer than oo., moo., 

and too 1 time. 

ah, mah, and tah were the same level as oo., 

moo, and too 13 times. 

ah, mah, and tah were louder than og., moQ, 

and too 82 times. 
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C, When singing ah to oh, mah to moh, and tah to toh 

!• • At the high point 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 30 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 4 9 times. 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 17 times. 

2, At the medium pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 62 times, 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 29 times, 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 5 times, 

3, At the low pitch 

oh, moh, and toh were softer than ah, mah, 

and tah 55 times, 

oh, moh, and toh were the same level as ah, 

mah, and tah 39 times, 

oh, moh, and toh were louder than ah, mah, 

and tah 2 times, 

D, When singing oh to eh_, moh to meh, and toh to teh 

1, At the high pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 42 times, 

TEXAS TECH LIBRARY 
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eh, meh, and teh were the same level as oh, 

înoh, and toh 38 times. 

eh,, meh, and teh were louder than oh_, moh, 

and toh 16 times. 

2, At the medium pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 14 times, 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 46 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than oh, moh, 

and toh 36 times. 

3. At the low pitch 

eh, meh, and teh were softer than oh_, moh, 

and toh 21 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were the same level as oh, 

moh, and toh 45 times. 

eh, meh, and teh were louder than oh, moh, 

and toh 30 times. 

III. Summary statements of untrained singers 

A. Only one progression had more examples sung 
r 

at the same level of all three pitches: in 

the first order, ah to eh_, mah to meh, and 

tah to teh. 

B, Two progressions had more examples sung at the 

same level of two pitches—the medium and the 

low. 
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1. First order, eê  to oh, mee to moh, and 

tee to toh. 

2. Second order, oh_ to eh_, moh to meh, and 

toh to teh. 

C. Two progressions had more examples sung at the 

same level of one pitch—the high. 

1. Second order, e£ to oô , mee to moo, and 

tee to too. 

2. Second order, aĥ  to oh_, mah to moh, and 

tah to toh. 

D. Three progressions did not have more examples 

sung at the same level of any pitch. 

1. First order, eh to ee^, meh to mee, and 

teh to tee. 

2. First order, oh_ to oô , moh to moo, and 

toh to too. 

3. Second order, oô  to ah, moo to mah, and 

too to tah. 

Gomparisons of first 
and second trials 

The following statements compare the first trial of 

the test (when the singer did not observe the column-of-

ligh-t iTidicator) to the second trial (when the singer did 

observe the indicator) for the trained singer. There were 
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six examples (ah, eh, ee, oh, oo; mah, meh, mee, moh, moo; 

and tah, teh, tee, toh, too, sung mezzo piano and forte) 

on each of the three pitches of the first trial. Since 

there were eight singers in each group, there was a total 

of 48 examples on each pitch of each trial. Since the 

goal was to sing the vowel sounds so that the same level 

would be retained, the largest number would ideally occur 

at the same level for the second trial. 

The second order of vowel sounds was compared in the 

same manner as well as the examples from the untrained 

singer. 

Comparisons for the 
trained composite 

I. First order of sounds (ah, eh, ee, oh, oo, mah, meh, 

mee, moh, moo, and tah, teh, tee, toh, too) 

A. Singing ali to eíi, mah to meh, and tah to teh 

First Trial Second Trial 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 18 times 13 times 

the same level 18 times 21 times 

louder 12 times 14 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 19 times 18 times 

the same level 23 times 26 times 

louder 6 times 4 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 22 times 16 times 

the same level 23 times 26 times 

lower 3 times 6 times 

B. Singing eh_ to e£, meh to mee, and teh to tee 

1, At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 15 times 15 times 

the same level 28 times 22 times 

louder 5 times 11 times 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 25 times 25 times 

the same level 19 times 16 times 

louder 4 times 7 times 

3., At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 34 times 31 times 

the same level 11 times 16 times 

louder 3 times 1 time 

C. Singing eê  to oĥ , mee to moh, and tee to toh 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 4 times 8 times 

the same level 18 times 26 times 

louder 26 times 14 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 9 times 6 times 

the same level 25 times 25 times 

louder 14 times 17 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 10 times 3 times 

the same level 14 times 24 times 

louder 24 times 21 times 

D. Singing oli to oô , moh to moo, and toh to too 

1, At the high pitch, the second sound was 

softer 28 times 22 times 

the same level 19 times 23 times 

louder 1 time 3 times 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 26 times 26 times 

the same level 20 times 17 times 

louder 2 times 5 times 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 45 times 35 times 

the same level 3 times 12 times 

louder 0 times 1 time 

II. Second order of sounds (ee, oo, ah, oh, eh, mee, moo, 

mah, moh, meh, and tee, too, tah, toh, teh) 

A. Singing ee to oo, mee to moo, and tee to too 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 15 times 15 times 

the same level 16 times 26 times 

louder 17 times 7 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 17 times 16 times 

the same level 28 times 27 times 

louder 3 times 5 times 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 25 times 26 times 

the same level 21 times 21 times 

louder 2 times 1 time 

B, Singing oô  to ah_, moo to mah, and too to tah 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 10 times 5 times 

the same level 14 times 23 times 

louder 24 times 20 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 10 times 2 times 

the same level 14 times 23 times 

louder 24 times 23 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 2 times 0 times 

the same level 4 times 11 times 

louder 42 times 37 times 

C. Singing ali to oh, mah to moh, and tah to toh 
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First Trial Second Trial 

!• At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 11 times 10 times 

the same level 31 times 36 times 

louder 6 times 2 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 22 times 17 times 

the same level 24 times 28 times 

louder 2 times 3 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 2 7 times 25 times 

the same level 20 times 20 times 

louder 1 time 3 times 

D. Singing oh_ to eh., moh to meh, and toh to teh 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 24 times 14 times 

the same level 17 times 29 times 

louder 7 times 5 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 15 times 13 times 

the same level 18 times 26 times 

louder 15 times 9 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 17 times 12 times 

the same level 18 times 25 times 

louder 13 times 11 times 
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Comparisons for the 
untrained composite 

I. First order of sounds (ah, eh, ee, oh, oo, mah, meh, 

mee, moh, moo, and tah, teh, tee, toh, too) 

A. Singing ah_ to eh., mah to meh, and tah to teh 

First Trial Second Trial 

1, At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 20 times 14 times 

the same level 24 times 21 times 

louder 4 times 13 times 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 20 times 11 times 

the same level 23 times 30 times 

louder 5 times 7 times 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 20 times 12 times 

the same level 19 times 29 times 

louder 9 times 7 times 

B, Singing eh to ee_, meh to mee, and tah to tee 

1, At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 23 times 29 times 

the same level 18 times 15 times 

louder 7 times 4 times 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 32 times 32 times 

the same level 13 times 12 times 

louder 3 times 4 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 38 times 39 times 

the same level 10 times 8 times 

louder 0 times 1 time 

C, Singing e£ to oh, mee to moh, and tee to toh 

1, At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 8 times 3 times 

the same level 9 times 15 times 

louder 31 times 30 times 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 7 times 12 times 

the same level 26 times 18 times 

louder 15 times 18 times 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 1 time 6 times 

the same level 27 times 18 times 

louder 20 times 24 times 

D. Singing oh. to oô , moh to moo, and toh to too 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 34 times 32 times 

the same level 13 times 16 times 

louder 1 time 0 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 28 times 29 times 

the same level 16 times 17 times 

louder 4 times 2 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 34 times 33 times 

the same level 13 times 14 times 

louder . 1 time 1 time 

II. Second order of sounds (ee, oo, ah, oh, eh, mee, moo, 

mah, moh, meh, and tee, too, tah, toh, teh) 

A. Singing eê  to oô , mee to moo, and tee to too 

1. ' At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 15 times 16 times 

the same level 21 times 20 times 

louder 12 times 12 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 20 times 22 times 

the same level 20 times 18 times 

louder 8 times 8 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 23 times 25 times 

the same level 23 times 21 times 

louder 2 times 2 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 
B. Singing oô  to ah, moo to mah_, and to£ to tah 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 7 times 1 time 

the same level 8 times 20 times 

louder 33 times 27 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 0 times 1 time 

the same level 10 times 14 times 

louder 38 times 33 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 1 time 0 times 

the same level 7 times 6 times 

louder 40 times 42 times 

C. Singing ah to oh, mah to moh, and tah to toh 

1. At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 18 times 12 times 

the same level 23 times 26 times 

louder 7 times 10 times 

2. At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 31 times 31 times 

the same level 14 times 15 times 

louder 3 times 2 times 

3. At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 30 times 25 times 

the same level 16 times 23 times 

louder 2 times 0 times 
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First Trial Second Trial 
D, Singing oh_ to eh, moh to meh, and toh to teh 

1, At the high pitch the second sound was 

softer 19 times 23 times 

the same level 20 times 18 times 

louder 9 times 7 times 

2, At the medium pitch the second sound was 

softer 8 times 6 times 

the same level 24 times 22 times 

louder 16 times 20 times 

3, At the low pitch the second sound was 

softer 9 times 12 times 

the same level 25 times 20 times 

louder 14 times 16 times 

For this comparison there were 1,152 examples in each 

trial, 

Subjects in the trained group sang 446 examples, or 

38.71%, from the first trial at the same level while they 

were able to sing 549 examples, or 47.63%, at the same 

level in the second trial. This gives an improvement of 

103 examples sung at the same level the second trial or 

an improvement of 23,09%. 

Subjects in the untrained group sang 422 examples 

(36.63%) from the first trial at the same level while 

they were able to sing 436 examples, or 37.93%, at the 
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same level in the second trial, This gives an improvement 

of 15 additional examples sung at the same level or an 

improvement of 3,55% 

Equal loudness levels 

Trained voices were able to sing more examples at 

the same level on the high pitch than the medium pitch 

and more at the same level on the medium pitch than the 

low pitch, This was true for the second trial as well 

as the first, Improvement was made on all three pitches 

of the second trial, 

Untrained voices were not as predictable. However, 

improvement was made on all levels with the most improve-

ment on the high pitch. 

On the second trial trained voices doubled the 

number of examples sung at one level, i.e. 18 on the first 

trial and 36 on the second for 100% improvement. 

On the second trial untrained voices sang 19 examples 

at the same level of loudness after singing 11 examples 

'at the same level on the first trial for a 72.7% improve-

ment, 

The total number of exercises or progressions was 

576 with 288 in each trial, Therefore trained voices sang 

6.25% of the examples in the first trial at the same 

level of intensity, They sang 12.5% of the second trial 
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at one level, They sang a total of 54 examples at one level 

for a combined percentage of 9,375. 

Untrained voices sang 3.8% of the examples in the first 

trial at the same level, while they sang 6.59% of the second 

trial at one level, They sang a total of 30 examples at 

one level for a combined percentage of 5,2. 

Unequal loudness changes 

Trained voices changed two or more levels the fewest 

number of times at the high pitch (39) and the most number 

of times at the low pitch (84). (At the medium pitch they 

changed two or more levels 46 times.) This was true in the 

second trial as well as the first (26-32-77). They were able 

to sing fewer jumps the second trial, or improvement was 

made at every level on the second trial. 

The least number of times untrained voices changed two 

or more levels was at the medium pitch (82) . They changed 

two or more levels the most number of times at the low pitch 

(99) , (At the high pitch they changed two or more levels 85 

times.) This was true for the second trial as well as the 

first (78-76-80), They were able to sing fewer changes of 

two or more levels the second trial, or improvement was made 

at every level on the second trial, 

On the first trial trained voices had 169 changes of two 

or more levels with 135 on the second trial for a total of 304. 

On the first trial untrained voices had 266 changes of two 

or more levels with 234 on the second trial for a total of 500. 
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The maximum number of changes is 2,304 with 1,152 on 

each trial. Trained voices sang changes of two or more 

levels of 14.67% of the first trial. This dropped to 11.72% 

on the second trial. The overall percentage was 13.19. 

Untrained voices sang changes of two or more levels 

23.09% of the first trial. This dropped to 20.31% on the 

second trial. The overall percentage was 21.70. 

Three-level loudness changes 

Again trained voices showed better control in this 

area. Trained voices had the most skips on low pitches 

while untrained voices had the most skips on high pitches. 

Loudness levels for 
beginning points 

By studying the beginning points of the examples, it 

becomes apparent that trained voices have a better or more 

definite concept of the relative relationship of soft and 

loud to mezzo piano and forte. The spread is wider for 

untrained voices, several times encompassing as many as 24 

decibels, while the spread for trained voices is generally 

16 decibels. 

Phrase from ballad 

The curve or shape of the phrase from "All Through 

the Night' seldom takes the shape suggested in the 

instruction. For example, "through" often appears softer 

than louder on the graph, perhaps because oô  appears to 
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be just naturally softer than other vowel sounds. 

Apparently many singers still confuse lowering of 

pitch with softening of dynamics. Notice "though I roam" 

and the lines on the graph. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The results of the study indicate that oo will naturally 

sound softer or require more energy to remain on the same 

intensity level with other vowel sounds. Two progressions 

with both the trained and untrained voice support this 

statement: oh to oo and oo to ah. In both cases the oo 

was the softer of the two vowel sounds at high, medium, 

and low pitches. 

The e£ vowel sounded soraewhat softer than ah, oh, 

and eh at medium and low pitches. For trained voices 

ee was softer than eh at medium and low pitches and softer 

than oh at the low pitch. For untrained voices e^ was 

softer than eh at all three pitches. Consequently 0£ and 

ee need special attention. For example, these sounds sung 

at the end of a decrescendo would require more energy 

than the stronger or louder vowels ah_, oh, and eh. 

The study also indicates that trained voices were 

most successful at maintaining the same level of intensity 

with high pitches while the untrained voices were most 

successful at maintaining the same level of intensity with 

medium and low pitches. This may indicate that voice 

teachers spend more time developing and considering the 

high range of the singer or that the high register gives 

69 
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a more challenging or exciting goal. 

When using the Dynalevel loudness indicator improve-

ment was observed on all pitches with both trained and 

untrained voices. However, when working with ee or oo, 

trained voices seemed to make the most improvement with 

low pitches while untrained voices made the most improve-

ment with high pitches as would be expected. Perhaps any 

instruction or objective device which indicates loudness 

levels would help a conscientious performer, an amateur 

singer, or even an ensemble adjust this aspect of singing. 

These results would indicate that the Dynalevel 

loudness meter would be a useful and interesting visual 

aid in teaching dynamics. It would also be an unbiased 

check for the student, the untrained singer, or the 

teacher to assist in seeing that which the ear may not 

have heard accurately. 

The data presented in this study could be a basis for 

many additional observations and considerations. Five 

examples will suffice: trained sopranos could be compared 

to untrained sopranos, trained altos to untrained altos, 

etc; the number of times the last vowel sound of the first 

order drops in loudness could be compared to the number of 

times the last vowel sound of the second order drops in 

loudness; the effect of the added consonant upon the 

vowel sounds could be explored; little analysis has been 
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raade of the phrase from "All Through the Night," for 

which vowel sounds and dipthongs should be analyzed with 

regard to changes in levels of loudness. At some future 

date and with the help of a computer some of these aspects 

may be studied. 
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